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Abstract: Having been one of the key areas for hydrocarbon prospection of Tarim Oilfield Company, Kuqa Mountain in
Tarim Basin has significant LVL survey, modeling difficulty and statics problems due to its diversified near-surface conditions.
In this paper, the author makes an accurate analysis on the near-surface structure in the area using the uphole-constraint
shallow-layer tomography LVL surface method, the pseudo 3D near-surface modeling and the comprehensive statics technology
and therefore, the imaging of sections is improved, which provides a reference for the near-surface modeling and statics works in
similar areas.
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1. Introduction
The Kuqa foreland basin of Tarim is rich in oil and gas
resources and has huge exploration potential, so it plays an
important role as one strategic area of substitution for energy
in China. From the end of the last century to the beginning of
this one, in the Kuche Foreland Basin, a number of large-scale
natural gas fields were discovered, such as Kela 2, Dina,
Dabei 1 and so on, which led to the startup of the project of
natural gas transmission from West to East China and became
the main gas source for transmission. Therefore it has made a
tremendous contribution to Xinjiang's economic development
and has changed China's energy structure [1].
The Kuqa foreland basin is characterized of typical features
of mountainous foreland in western China. There are many
various landform types, including mountains, alluvial fans,
Gobi, farmland, villages, rivers and gullies. And moreover,
the near-surface lithology is very complex and variable, full of
Quaternary gravel deposits, gravel hills of Xiyu Group and
sand-mudstone mountains Neogene and Paleogene.
Consequently, the velocity and thickness of near-surface vary
drastically in both vertical and lateral directions.
The complicated near-surface structure of Kuqa poses the
following challenges to field static correction work. Firstly, the

near-surface survey is difficult. The Kuqa piedmont area has a
very thick Gobi gravel layer with a wide distribution range. The
thickness of the weathered zone is quite thick, even up to more
than 200m, so the survey accuracy using the shallow refraction
method is very low. However application of uphole survey for
near-surface investigation in a large area is very
time-consuming and expensive. Secondly, a reasonable
near-surface model in field is not easy to build accurately.
Near-surface modeling generally applies the inter-layer
relationship coefficient method. The near-surface model is
established by interpolating the interpretation results of uphole
surveys, so the accuracy of the model depends heavily on the
density and distribution of upholes. Thirdly, statics correction is
challenging as well. In the Kuqa depression, seismic survey is
mainly troubled by complex wave field and low signal-to-noise
ratio, resulting from the seismic geological conditions of the
piedmont zone. Since the accuracy of statics correction will
directly affect the imaging quality of the final section, higher
requirements are imposed on the statics correction technique.

2. Near-Surface Modeling and Static
Correction Methods
Oriented to the above problems, and taking the
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characteristics of the Kuqa survey area itself into account, the
following key technical measures are taken.
2.1. The Method of Uphole Constrained Tomography for
Near-Surface Investigation
For the areas covered by thick Gobi gravel, near-surface
tomographic survey methods can be used. In field,
near-surface tomographic surveys are performed by placing a
spread, in which the coordinates and elevations of each shot
and receiver point are actually measured. The tomographic
inversion is applied and interpreted indoors based on
first-arrival time picked up. Finally, the uphole surveys are
incorporated and used to calibrate tomographic inversion, to
reveal the near-surface structure of the thick Gobi gravel area
[2].
2.1.1. Parameters Determination
The tomographic survey parameters of shallow layers can
be determined by testing or analyzing 2D survey lines with
small receiver distances in the survey area, and can also be
determined by numerical seismic forward modeling. In order
to ensure the interpretation accuracy of near-surface
tomography and control survey cost, the following factors
must be well taken into account during the determination of
each parameter:
1 The number of receivers must not exceed the upper limit
of the number of receiving channels of the seismograph;
2 Smaller receiver interval;
3 The spread length is long enough to capture the high
speed required for inversion;
4 Reasonable number of shots and shot interval.
2.1.2. Applicable Conditions Analysis
However, this method has certain limits on the surface
topography. It will produce large errors in the case of dramatic
surface fluctuations. According to the results of the field
uphole surveys, different near-surface models are established
with gradual surface undulation. The weathered zone in blue
is with velocity 1350 m/s, and high velocity layer in red is
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with velocity 2200 m/s. The velocity interface above high
velocity layer is horizontal with 0 meter elevation, namely at
the sea level. The surface elevations have different values
within 1km, which gradually increases from 0m to 100m, with
a step of 10m. The thickness of the weathered layer is 80m,
except the central surface fluctuation segment (Figure 1a).
Using a geometry of receiver interval 10m, shot interval 10m,
and a full spread length of 3000m, seismic forward modeling
for different near-surface models is carried out. The seismic
records are obtained and the tomographic inversion is
performed after picking up the first-arrivals of each shot. The
high-velocity layer top is extracted after inversion
respectively for each model and the interface elevation is
compared with the velocity model (Figure 1b). After
comparison and analysis, it is discovered that the elevation
variation of the high-velocity layer top extracted from
tomographic inversion does not exceed 5m within a range of
1km, so the accuracy can reach 5m. The surface elevation
amplitude of 50m within 1km, only a very small part of the
high-velocity layer top derived from tomographic inversion
exceeds 5m (maximum 7.5m), and most elevations are less
than 5m. However, in the case where the elevation variation of
surface is greater than 50m within 1km, most of the
high-velocity layer top elevation from tomographic inversion
is greater than 5m, and the maximum even reaches 25m. It can
be seen that when the surface elevation amplitude is controlled
within a range of 50m, the error of the forward and inversion
models is within 5m, and the shallow tomographic survey
method can meet the practical demand. The seismic forward
modeling is carried out using a conventional 2D survey line
geometry with a 30m receiver interval and a 60m shot interval.
The tomographic inversion is carried out based on
first-arrivals picked up and the conclusion is also the same as
the former analysis and comparison. Therefore, in the area of a
thick weathered layer with a moderate surface topography,
tomographic inversion of shallow near-surface or
conventional 2D line data can be used to map the near-surface
structure.
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Figure 1. An analysis to the error caused by surface elevation fluctuation.

2.2. Pseudo 3D Near-Surface Modeling
Due to the wide distribution of thick Gobi gravel areas and
the large thickness of weathered layers, and limited by the
available drilling ability of drilling rigs and the exploration
cost, the number of uphole surveys the area is relatively small.
It is difficult to construct a near-surface model reasonably
using the surface modeling method and then the field static
correction values derived in field are less accurate. However,
the areas with thick Gobi gravel have a relatively flat
topography, with a stable, gradual, and relatively small
elevation difference. This is favorable to the applicable
conditions of the shallow tomographic survey method, and
surface modeling method based on pseudo 3D tomography
can be performed to establish the near-surface model in this
area, so that the derived near-surface model can meet the
needs of field processing. The existing 2D data in the area is
fully used and the 2D surveys are dense enough (The
implementation of shallow tomographic inversion should be
considered if the density is not good enough.). And then
first-arrivals of each 2D line are picked up, and then all data of
2D survey lines are built into a sparse 3D database [3]. The
unified tomographic inversion is performed for the surface
model of thick Gobi gravel areas, and finally the near-surface
model of the entire area of interest is established in
combination with the uphole surveys of the mountain areas
and field model statics can be provided.
2.3. Comprehensive Static Correction Technology
There are many kinds of static correction methods. The
most commonly used static correction methods in the complex
mountainous areas in Western China are near-surface model,
refraction static correction, and tomographic inversion [4-6].

2.3.1. Adaptability and Characteristics of Different Statics
The near-surface model static correction method is suitable
for regions where the near-surface structure is relatively
simple, and the velocity and thickness of near-surface are
relatively stable vertically and horizontally. The advantage of
this method is that the near-surface model can be built with
high efficiency and it can solve mid- and long-wavelength
statics problems. The disadvantage is that its accuracy
depends heavily on the precision and density of surface
surveying control points, and the accuracy of the inter-layer
relationship coefficients. Meanwhile, it is relatively weak for
this method to solve short-wavelength static correction
problems.
The refraction static correction method is suitable for areas
with known surface layer velocities or thicknesses and stable
refractive layers, especially in mountainous regions with
evident stratification, and in mountainous regions with old
strata exposed to surface. Because this method uses a layered
model and cannot simulate the velocity variation in layers, it is
not suitable for solving the near-surface velocity model
without a apparent refraction interface or with velocity
reversal or layer pinching [7]. The advantage is that it can
provide high-quality short-wavelength static correction and
effectively improve the imaging quality of the section under
the premise of accurate initial conditions and reasonable
stratification. The disadvantage is that cross-layer
phenomenon may occur in the process of refraction
calculation without a stable refractive interface, thereby
reducing the accuracy of the static correction. And moreover,
the long-wavelength static correction is readily degraded
when the initial conditions and the defined refractive layers
cannot well correspond to each other [8].
The tomographic inversion static correction method is not
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restricted by the surface conditions, and is suitable for the
calculation of static correction in various complex surface
areas. In particular, in Gobi gravel area where the weathered
layer is extremely thick, the mid- and long-wavelength static
correction can be solved effectively [9-11]. The velocity
model needs to be smoothed during the inversion process,
which results in a certain loss of high-frequency information
of the near-surface model. Therefore, the high frequency
components are relatively inadequate when calculating the
static correction, resulting in weakness in improving the
imaging accuracy of the section, so some oriented measures
must be taken to make up for it.
2.3.2. Comprehensive Static Correction Technology
Considering that it is difficult to solve the problem with a
single static correction method under complicated
near-surface conditions in the Kuche area, considering the
advantages of fusion chromatography and refraction static
correction, a comprehensive static correction technique is
used to solve the static correction problem in this area [12].
This study was achieved through static correction and
splicing.
(1) The static correction amount splicing is to smooth the
different static correction amount through a uniform
smoothing parameter, and the smoothed value is a
low-frequency component of the static correction amount, and
the smoothed value minus the smoothed value is the
high-frequency static correction amount. On the basis of
unified
low-frequency
static
correction,
various
high-frequency static correction imaging advantages are
combined to achieve the ultimate goal of improving
cross-sectional imaging. However, this method has certain
drawbacks. If the smoothing parameters cannot be reasonably
determined, it may cause artificially mid- and
long-wavelength static corrections.
(2) Model splicing Realization of the comprehensive static
correction technique mainly includes the following steps: (1)
Performing tomographic inversion and refraction inversion to
obtain different near-surface models; (2) Identifying the
advantages range and boundary of different static correction
methods through section comparison; 3 determine the range of
the model transition zone near the boundary line; 4 keep the
respective inversion model in the dominant region of the
refraction method and the tomography; 5 determine the
weight coefficient of the thickness and velocity of the LVL in
the transition zone; 6 calculate according to the formula
Low-speed belt thickness and speed in the transition area; 7
Comprehensive static correction calculation all over the whole
survey area.
The key of the model fusion method lies in the transition
zone, in which the thickness and velocity of the LVL can be
calculated based on the following formula:
hC= hT*nT+hR*nR

(1)

VC= VT*nT+VR*nR

(2)
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In the formula: hC is the thickness of LVL in the transition
zone; hT is the thickness of LVL from tomographic inversion;
nT is the weight coefficient of tomographic inversion, and its
value is 1 in the Gobi zone, 0 in mountainous zone and gradual
transition between 1 and 0 from Gobi to mountain; hR is the
thickness of LVL from refraction inversion; nR is the weight
coefficient of refraction inversion, which is 1 in mountainous
area, 0 in the Gobi zone, and a gradual transition in the middle;
VC is velocity of LVL in transition zone; VT is the velocity of
LVL from tomographic inversion; VR is the velocity of LVL
from refraction inversion.

3. Field Application Case Study
In 2013, the above techniques were applied to a 3D seismic
survey for overcoming surface modeling and static correction
in the Kuqa area, and achieved good results.
First, on the basis of the LVL tomographic survey, the
application of pseudo 3D tomographic modeling techniques
well reveal the near-surface structure of Gobi gravel of
considerable thickness. Two 2D seismic surveys, a fixed
length spread of 4 km, with 20m receiver interval, 120m shot
interval are performed in the areas with thick weathered layer.
All 2D survey lines are incorporated to make the density of 2D
surveys to2km×6km, and then a sparse 3D survey is formed,
combined with the previous 2D survey lines (30m receiver
interval, 60m shot interval). Then the near-surface model of
the thick Gobi gravel areas is obtained in a way of 3D
tomographic inversion, and finally the near-surface model of
the whole survey is established with uphole surveys in
mountainous areas incorporated.
According to the elevation distribution of the high-velocity
layer top in the survey (Figure 2a), the contours change
naturally and gradually, in general it is fairly gentle. And its
trend is consistent with the that of the ground surface elevation
map (Figure 2b), which accords with shallow geological
changes in this area. The pseudo 3D tomographic modeling of
LVL is calibrated with constraint of the interpretation of old
uphole data distributed in the thick Gobi gravel area, which
are used to verify accuracy of the 3D model also (Figure 2c,
upholes 6, 7, and 8 are the constraints, and the rest are for
accuracy verification). Compared with the results of uphole
interpretation, the maximum error of the LVL's thickness
(Table 1) obtained by the pseudo-3D tomographic modeling
does not exceed 3.7 m, and the relative error is controlled
within 5.8%. In this area, at least 24 upholes are required to
achieve the accuracy requirements according to the
conventional uphole-based LVL modeling method. However
only eight upholes are used to complete the LVL modeling of
the thick-graveled area with the pseudo-3D tomographic
modeling applied. Therefore, pseudo-t3D tomographic LVL
modeling not only has higher precision, but can reduce the
number of upholes and save exploration costs consequently.
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(a) is the high-velocity top surface elevation plan for the 3D work area

(b) is the surface elevation plan for the 3D work area
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(c) is the layout of 2D line and verification upholes
Figure 2. The high-velocity top surface elevation, surface elevation plan and the 2D line layout in the work area.

Secondly, the application of the comprehensive static
correction technique (Figure 3a) has not only the advantage
that profile imaging quality is improved by tomographic
statics in Gobi gravel area (Figure 3b), but the feature that the
refraction statics is favorable to imaging in mountainous area

(Figure 3c). So it truly strengthens its advantage but avoids its
shortcomings, greatly improves the accuracy of the first-break
static correction, and effectively improve the imaging quality
of profile.

Where a stands for the comprehensive static method; b stands for the tomographic static method; and c stands for the refraction static method.
Figure 3. Comparison of the time primary stack section effects for different static methods.
Table 1. Comparison of the LVL thickness for different surface investigation methods.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Uphole Thickness (m)
76.6
69.1
86.1
67.8
56.5

Pseudo 3D tomography Near surface modeling thickness (m)
73.8
67.2
84.1
71.5
59.8

Error (m)
-2.8
-1.9
-2.0
3.7
3.4

Per cent
-3.6%
-2.7%
-2.3%
5.4%
5.8%
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4. Conclusions
The high-accuracy near-surface model is not only the
premise and basis of the refraction-wave and the tomographic
inversion static method, but also one of the key factors to
ensure the pre-stack depth migration imaging. The
combination of the uphole-constrained shallow tomography
for LVL investigation and the pseudo-3D tomographic
near-surface modeling can reduce the exploration costs while
accurately revealing the near-surface structure of thick gravel
area. And it also has certain popularization and application
values. It can play a role in the surface modeling process of
similar exploration areas, such thick loess.
In complex near surface areas, unless the advantages of
various static correction methods are integrated, the imaging
accuracy of the profile cannot be improved optimally. The
comprehensive statics discussed in this paper can combine the
advantages of tomographic statics and refraction statics, and
then effectively improve imaging quality of profile. It proves
to be one of the effective ways to solve the problem of static
correction in areas with complex near-surface areas like Kuqa.
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